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study
The new Bitami Binocular Tube Attachment serves for the stereoscopic
of microscopic obiects under a sin$le objective'
\tr(/inkel
The attachment fits, without special adaptation, any of the lar$e Zeiss or
upper edge
stands, provided the distance from the lower edge of the tube to the
115mm'
tubemeasures
of the main
nosepiece,
inclusive of any revolvin$
sliding changer, or obiective adapter
which maybe interposed, In the cases
oi Stands V and A bearing the rotational numbers up lo l432ot the tube
requires an extension collar 16 mm'
deep, in that oi Stands I it should be
3 mm. deep, whilst Stands III, B Y A
with rotational numb er s lt om143202
upwards do not require anY collar'
Bitumi is not available Ior use with
the very small stands' nor can it be
attached to the petrological stands or
to stands with obiectives corrected
for tubes of rnore than 170 mm' lon$'
For use with stands ol other make an
intermediate collar is suppliedwiththe
attachment. It is, however, advisable
in these cases to send with the order
the sliding sleeve to$ether with the
draw-tube oi the existin$ stand for
the exact adaptation of the required
collar, Also,the distance of the shoulder of the objective screw from the
upper edge of the outer tube, as well
ur th" tubelen$th ior which the obj ective in question is corrected, should
be stated, The sliding sleeve with the
7e68
draw-tube should be screwed off and
Fig.2.
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The
replaceil-by
"Bitumi"
(see leallet "Mikro 369")
as shown in Fig,1,
tubetength from 16!l1tt-t9The addition of the BITUMI Attachment extends the
thl lower part of the BITUMI
230. To rectify the ensueing dkffepancy in the adiustment
it'
Attachment has an achromatic negative lens appended to

the eyes is obAdjustment oi the eyepieces to individual distances between
manner of prism
the
aiter
axis
tainei by turninS the eyepiece bodies about the tube
Iield-glasses.
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\ilhen the eyepieces have been properly adjusted to the distances between the
eyes, if the component images nevertheless fail to luse into a sinSle ima$e, this
may be best overcome by looking lor a moment into the distance, which will have
the effect of dispelling the accommodation oi the eyes for near vision, to which

-

microscopists are accustomed,The
f;si,o" of-th" partial images will

then generally succeed without
efiort; if not, vision into the distance should once more be resorted to.
The rays of light which, proceeding from the object, pass throuSh
the objective into the tube are deflected by the prisms into the two
eyepiece tubes, In order to secure
a full stereoscopic effect, in addition to observation with both eYes,
which in itsell has its advanta$es,
either eyepiece is provided with
with a half(see
The two
4),
Figs,
1
and
stop
that
placed
covers should be so
the two stopped halves face one
another. If, on the other hand,
their position is such that the unstopped halves lace one another
pseudoscopic vision results, that
is to say, elevations are seen as
depressions, and vice versa,
Since the partition of the pencil
of rays is effected with the aid of
a translucent film of silver the two
fields of view appear frequentlY
unequally bright or coloured, This
does not interfere with binocular
7430
observation, nor does it impair the
Fig.3
stereoscopic effect, since it does
The "Bitumi" Attachment on Stand IPhC
(see leaflet "Mikro 362")
not impede binocular fusion oI the
component imaSes (cf, E,AegE, Gesammelte Abhandlun$en, Vol,I, pp,313-324)'
The stereoscopic impression ol the ima$e is, however, Sreatly influenced by the optical
correction oI the objective used, The BitumiAttachment works therefore particularly
successfully in conjuction with apochromatic objectives and the compensating eyepieces KBi 12.5x, When viewinS objects in a bright field or under ma$niiications
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exceeding 300 diameters the stereoscopic effect may be enhanced by placinS a twohole diaphragm under the condenser upon the iris-carrier, The usual single pencil
of light is thus replaced by two pencils inclined at an angle to the axis, the imagie
as seen in the one eyepiece being lormed by one pencil, that seeninthe other eyepiece
by the other pencil, The stop should be
so arranlied in position, that when the
iris-carrier is swungi back into its proper
position above the mirror, the two holes
may be accurately on the right and left.
The image will then be distinctly stereoscopic even with immersion lenses of

2 mm, and shorter {oci, provided, of
course, that the object is of a kind which

lends itself to being viewed stereoscopically. This mode of observation implies
the use of verywell correctedobjectives,
as otherwise the images will not exhibit

perlect definition.
For the use of observers with dissimilar eylt correcti--€ lepseso mottnted for
attachment to the eyepiece, may be supplied to order,
At high magnifications it is advisable
to employ artifical light,
The Bitu.mi Binocular Tube Attachment is
supplied with two Huygiens eyepieces 8i12,5X.,
two half-stops for the eyepieces and a two-hole
diaphragm lor the iris-carrier, in case.

Codeword: Mientras.
The same equipment with compensatinS eyepieces KBi 12,5Y, in the place oi the Huygens
eveoieces.

Fig. 4
The "Bituni"Atlaclrrnent on the new
[see leallet "Mikro 362"f
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Stand

lVhen orderingfor ZEISS stands please quote the
i'otational nuntlter on the stand.

The followin{ rna{nifications result with our new and old obiectives
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